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CONDITIONAL YEH-WIENER INTEGRALS

DoNG M. CHUNG AND JAE MOON AHN

1. Introduction

Let Q=[O,pJ X [0, qJ, where p and q arc some fixed positIve real num
bers. Let C2[QJ, called Yeh- Wiener space, denote the function space {x(', .)
Ix(s, 0) =x(O, t) =0, x(s, t) is a real valued continuous function on Q} with
the uniform norm Ilxll=maxlx(s, t) I. Let J}. be the algebra of all subsets of

(s.t)EQ

C2[QJ of the form

!= {xEC2 [QJ I (X(Sh tl), "', X(sm, tn»EE}

where m and n are any positive integers, O=SO<Sl<"'<s",=p, O=tO<tl<
···<tn=q and E is an arbitrary Lebesgue measurable set in the mn-dimensional
Euclidean space Rmn. Let (C2[QJ, 1j, my), called the Yeh- Wiener measure
space, denote the complete probability space where 1j is the a-algebra of
Caratheodory measurable subsets of C2[Q] with respect to the outer measure
induced by the probability measure my on the algebra J}. defined for !EJ}.

by

where uO'k=Uj,o=uo,o=O(j=l, 2, ''', m, k=l, 2, "', n). (see [8J).
For a real valued Yeh-Wiener measurable G. e. 1j-measurable) functional

F on C2 [QJ, the Yeh-Wiener integral of F (i. e. the integral of F with
respect to my) will be denoted by

EY[FJ= SC2[Q]F(x)dm/x)

whenever the integral exists. We say that F is Yeh- Wiener integrable if
EY[IFIJ<oo. The Yeh-Wiener measurability and Yeh-Wiener integrability
of a complex valued functional on C2[QJ are defined in terms of its real
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and imaginary parts.
In [lOJ, Yeh introduced the notion of conditional Wiener integral which

is meant the conditional expectation Ew (Z IX) of a real Or complex valued
Wiener integrable functional Z conditioned by a Wiener measurable func
tional X on the Wiener space which is given as a function on the value
space of X. The organization of this paper is as follows:

In Section 2 we investigate some properties of the Paley-Wiener-Zygmund
(P. w: Z.) integral over Q by means of the stochastic integral and then
prove a version of the P. W. Z. Theorem for C2[QJ which is an extension
of Theorem 29.7 of [7J and the Yeh's result proved in [12; Theorem ITJ.

In Section 3 we define, following Yeh [lOJ, a conditional Yeh-Wiener
integral and state three inversion formulae for conditional Yeh-Wiener
integrals (Theorems 3.3-3.5) which are analogous to the corresponding
formulae for conditional Wiener integrals. We then give several examples
of evaluation of conditional Yeh-Wiener integrals.

2. Notes on the P. W. Z. integral over Q

Let Y be a real valued function on QXC2[QJ defined by

Y«s,t),x)=x(s,t) for «s,t),x)EQXC2 [QJ.

Then Y is a measurable stochastic process on the probability space (C2 [Q],
fjJ, my) and the domain Q in which the space of sample functions Y ( ., x),
xEC2[QJ, coincides with the sample space C2 [Q]. This stochastie process
will be referred to as the Yeh- Wiener process on the domain Q. It is shown
from the definition of (C2 [QJ,fjJ,my) that Y«s,t), ·)'"'-'N(O,st) (i.e. nor
mally distributed with mean 0 and variance st) and EY(Y( (s, t), .) . Y( (u,
v), ·»=min{s,u}·min{t,v} for every (s,t), (u,v)EQ.

DEFINITION 2.1. A real valued function f(s, t) is said to be of bounded
variation on Q (for symbols, fEBV[Q]) if the following are satisfied:

(i) f(s,O) and f(O, t) are of bounded variation on [0, pJ and [0, qJ, res
pectively

(ii) The total variation VCf) of f on Q is finite, where V(!) IS the
supremum of

t t If(s.., tj) - f(Si-l> tj) - f(s.., tj-l) +f(Si-h tj-l) I
j=li=l

for any partition P: O=SO<Sl<···<Sm=P, O=tO<tl<···<tn=q.

It is known [4J that if fEBV[Q], then f is continuous almost every
where on Q, so that f is Riemann integrable over Q.
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For each n=l, 2, "', let P n denote a partition of Q given by

O=SmO<Sml<"'<Smp(n)=P, O=tmO<tml< ...<tmq (n)=q

with limlIPnl1 =0, where IIPnl1 =max {(Smi-Smi-l), (tmj-tmj-l)}'
n_oo i.i
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For each partition Pn of Q, let ~n denote a set of points in Q given by

~,,= {(Umi' Vmj) E [Smi-I> smiJ X [tmj-I> tmJ I
i=l, 2, ... ,p(n), j=l, 2, ... , q(n)}.

For fEBV[QJ, let SU, Pm ~n) (x) denote the Riemann-Stieltjes sum of f with
respect to Y defined by

where dni,j Y(x) = Y( (Smi' t",j) , x) - Y((Smi-l> tmj), x)
- Y((S"'i' tmj-l), x) +Y((Smi-l> t",j-I) , x)

REMARK 2. 1. We note that S U, P '" ~,,) (x) is, indeed, equal to the
Riemann-Stieltjes sum of fEBV[QJ with respect to xEC2[QJ corresponding
to Pn and!;m and that it is known [l1J that the Riemann-Stieltjes integral
fQfdx of fEBV[QJ exists for every xEC2 [Q]. Hence lim S(f, Pn, !;n) (x)

n_ oo

exists and is equal to fQfdx for every xEC2 [Q].

DEFINITION 2.2. For fEBV[QJ, we define the stochastic integral 1(f)
of f with respect to the Yeh- Wiener process Y is defined by

1(f) (x) =lim S(f, Pm !;n) (x), xEC2 [QJ.
n_OO

We state the following lemma which can be proved by simple compu
tations.

LEMMA 2. 1. With the same notation as in the above, we have the following:

(1) dni,jY( . )r-vN(O, (S"'i- S", i-I) (t",j-tmj-l» for all i,j and n.
(2) EY(d"i,j y(.). d n

ko1 y(. »=0 for all (i,j)=t=(k,l).

Let V[C2[QJJ (V[QJ) denote the real Hilbert space of all square Yeh
Wiener integrable functions over C2[QJ (Lebesgue integrable functions over
Q, resp.). We shall write <".) and II ·11 for inner product and norm in
both spaces V[C2[QJJ and V[QJ since there will be no ambiguity from
the context. Since BV[Q]cV[Q], for any f, gEBV[Q] we shall also use
the notation <f, g) and Ilfll for the inner product of f and g, and the
norm of f in the sense of L2[Q] space respectively.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. For f, gEBV[QJ and a, f3ERI, the stochastic integral

I satisfies the following:
(1) l(f)""N(O,llfI12).
(2) Ill(f) 112=l/fI12.
(3) The sequence {S(f, Pm ~n)} converges in V[C2[QJJ to l(f) EV[C2[QJJ.
(4) <1(f), l(g»=<f,g).
(5) l(af+f3g) =al(f)+f31(g).

Proof. (1) Since S(f, Pm ~n) is a linear combination of normally distributed
random variables Y((s, t), .) on C2[QJ, it is normally distributed and

q(n) p(n)

by Lemma 2. 1, we have S(f, Pm ~n)""N(O, L: L: I f(Umi' Vmj) 12(smi-Smi-I)
j=l ;=1

(tn,j -tmj-I»' Thus the characteristic function of S(/, Pm ~n), rpn(t) is given

{
t2 q(n) p(n) }

by rpn(t) =exp -2j~~ If(un'i, Vmj) /2(Smi- Smi-I) (tmj-tmj-I) for every

t E RI. Hence we have, every t E RI,

~~~ s&n(t) =exp {- ~ Ilf112
} ==s&(t).

Since S(f, Pm ~n) (x) converges to l(f) (x) for every xEC2[QJ, it follows
from Levy's continuity Theorem [2; p.332J that rp(t) is the characteristic
function of l(f), so that we have I(f)",-,N(O, IlfIl2).

(2) Since EY(I(f»=O, the variance of l(f) is given by EY(I(f) 2) , so
that we have Ill(f) 11 2 = IIf11 2.

(3) From the definition of Riemann integral of f, we have

{

q(n) p(n) }

~~~IIS(f, Pm ~n) 112=1!~ ~ i.§ If(um;, Vmj) 1
2(smi- Smi-I) (tmj-tmj-I)

= IQ If(s, t) j
2dsdt= Ilf112

•

Since lim S(f, Pm ~n) (x) =1(f) (x) for every X E C2[QJ, it follows from
n-=

[6; p.llSJ that S(f, Pm ~n) converges in V[C2[QJJ to l(f).

(4) By using the result of (3), we have

{

q(n) p(n) }

=~~~ ~ ~lf(umi' Vmj)g(Umi, Vmj) (Smi-Smi-I) (tmj-tmj-I)

= IQf(s, t)g(s, t)dsdt=<f, g).

(5) The proof follows from the fact

S(af+f3g, Pm ~n) =as(f, Pn, ~n) +f3S(g, Pm ~n).
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REMARK 2.2. (a) Let {eklk=l, 2, ...}cBV[QJ be a complete orthonormal

set (C. O. N. set) for V[Q]. For fEL2[QJ, let fn(s, t) = t akek(s, t) where
k=1

ak=(f, ek>' Then since {fn} converges in L2[QJ to f, we note from (2)
of Proposition 2.2 that there exists the element ](f) in L2[C2[QJJ to which
{fUn)} converges in V[C2[QJJ. We also note from (2) of Proposition
2.2 that the element i{f) in V[C2[QJJ is determined by f independently
of the choice of the C. O. N. set {ek} for L2[QJ.

(b) Let {ek} and {ak} be as in (a). Since f(a;e;) ",-,N(O, a;2) and covari
ance of l(a;e;) and l(ajej) is zero for all i,j with i=t=j, {l(a;e;)} is a se-

quence of independent random variables on C2[QJ with f; EY(I(a;e;) 2) =
;==1

~ 00

.'Ea;2=llfI12<oo. Hence it follows from [3; p.197J that.'E l(ajej)(x)=
;=1 ;=1

liml(fn) (x) exists for my-a. e. x in C2[QJ.
n-oo

(c) We note from (a) and (b) that for fEL2[QJ, ](f) (x) =liml(fn) (x)
n_oo

for my-a. e. x in C2[QJ and that for fEBV[QJ, l(f) (x) =l(f) (x) for
my-a. e. x in C2[QJ.

DEFINITION 2.3. For fE L2[QJ, we define the stochastic integral of f with
respect to the Yeh- Wiener process Y to be the element l(f) in L2[C2[QJJ
of Remark 2. 2.

The P. W. Z. integral of f over Q with respect to xEC2IQJ is defined to
be the real number ](f) (x) and will be denoted by

](f) (x)=fQfJx, or fQf(s,t) Jx(s,t).

PROPOSITION 2.3. For f,gEL2[QJ and a,fiERI, the stochastic integral i
satisfies (1), (2), (4) and (5) of Proposition 2. 2.

Proof. To prove (1) let {fn} and {an} be as in Remark 2. 2. Since l(fn)

",-,N(O, Ilfnl1 2) =N(0, "£1 ak2 ), by using the same arguement as in the proof

of (a) in Proposition 2.2, we have ](f)"JN(O, ~:Zk2)=N(O, IlfI12).

The proofs of (2), (4) and (5) are similar to the corresponding proofs
of (2), (4) and (5) in Proposition 2.2.

The following theorem is a slight extension of the P. W. Z. Theorem for
C2[QJ in [12; p.1430]. It may be noted that our proof of this theorem
is rather simpler than that of Yeh [12J.
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THEOREM 2.4. Let {aI> a2, ..., an} be an orthogonal set in L2[Q], and let
feu!> ..•, un) be a real or complex valued Lebesgue measurable function on Rn.
Then the functional F on C2[Q] defined by

(2.1) F(x) f(fQalJx, ..., fQanJx) , xEC2[Q].

is Yeh- Wiener measurable and

(2.2) EY(F): {(2n-)njQ1"ajI2} -i-r= (n) r=f(u!> ... , un)'

exp {- 2
1 t~}dUl ...dun

;=1 IIajll2

where: means that the existence of one side implies that of the other with the
equality.

Proof. Let in(x) = (i(al)(x) , ..•, i(an)(x» , xEC2[Q]. Then in is an n
dimensional random vector on C2[QJ. Since i(a;)r-....JN(O, lIa;1I2) and <i(a;),
i(aj» = <a;, a)=O for all i,j with i=4=j, it follows that {i(a;) Ii=l, 2, ...,
n} is a set of independent random variables, so that the probability distri
bution of in on Rn, myot-l is equal to myoi-l (al) X ... Xmyoi-l (an). Hence
we have, for every Borel set B in Rn

(2.3) my(t-l (B» = {(2n-)nlI11IajI12} -} .

f(n)fBexP{-2
1 t Ilull }dul...dun.

,=1 ajl2

Now let us show that t is a measurable transformation of (C2 [Q], rtj., my)
into (Rn, rtl) where IJll, denotes the u-algebra of all Lebesgue measurable
subsets of Rn. To show this we need to show that in-1 (E) E rtj. for every
EEIJll,. Now let EErtl and E=B UNI> where B is a Borel set in Rn and NI
is a subset of a null Borel set N in Rn. Then in-l(E) and in-l(N) are in
rtj.. Since my is complete and my(in-l (NI» =0 by (2.3), we have in-l(E)
Ertj..Hence if f is a Lebesgue measurable function on Rn, then F=foin
defined by (2.1) is a Yeh-Wiener measurable functional on C2 [Q].

The formular in (2. 2) can be easily obtained by using the change of
variables theorem [3; p.163] and (2.3).

3. Conditional Yeh-Wiener Integral

Lex X be a real valued Yeh-Wiener measurable functional on (C2[QJ,
11, my). The probability distribution of X is by definition a probability
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measure P x on (RI, J5(RI)) given by

Px(B) =my(X-I(B)) for BEJ5(RI),

where J5(RI) denotes the IT-algebra of the Borel sets in RI.

DEFINITION 3. 1. Let X and Z be real valued Yeh-Wiener measurable
functionals on (C2[QJ. fJJ, my) with EY[ IZ IJ< 00. The conditional Yeh
Wiener integral of Z given X, written Ey (Z IX), is defined to be the
equivalence class of J5 (RI) -measurable and P x-integrable functions f on RI
modulo Px-a. e. equality on RI such that for BEJ5(RI),

(3.1) f Z(x)dmy(x) =f f(w)dPx(w).
X-I CB) B

REMARK 3. 1 By Radon-Nikodym Theorem a function f on RI satisfying
(3.1) exists, and if g is another such function on RI, then few) =g(w)
for Px-a. e. WERI. We shall also use EY(ZjX) to mean a particular version
of the equivalence class. Thus the equation (3. 1) can be written as

(3.2) f Z(x)dm/x) =f EY(Z/X) (w)dPx(w).
X-I CB) B

The following results (Lemma 3.1, Corallary 3.2, Theorems 3.3-3.5)
are simple modifications of the corresponding results for the Wiener space
in [10J. The proofs in our setting remain the same.

LEMMA 3.1 Let X and Z be real valued Yeh- Wiener measurable functionals
on C2[QJ with EY[ IZ IJ< 00. Then for any J5(RI)-measurable function g on
RI, we have

EY [(g'X)Z] * f g(w)EY(ZIX) (w)dPx(w).
Rl

CORALLARY 3. 2. Let X and Z be as in Lemma 3. 1. Assume that Px is
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure m on (RI, J5 (RI) ). For
every wERI and a>O, let Jaw be the function on RI defined by

1
2
1 , ';E [w-a, w+aJ

Jaw(t;)= a
0, t;~[w-a, w+aJ.

Then there exists a version of EY(ZIX) tiJ,:; such that for wERI,

(3.3)
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where ~:: denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P x with respect to m.

THEOREM 3. 3. Let X and Z be real valued Yeh- Wiener measurable func
tionals on C2 [Q] with EY[/ZIJ<oo. Assume that P x is absolutely continuous

with respect to m on (RI, &(RI». Then there exists a version of EY(Z! X) tlf:nx
such that for wE RI,

EY(ZIX) (w) dPx (w) =lim --Lf (l-M)e-iUWEY[eiUXZ]dm(u).
dm k_oo 2x (-h,h) h

THEOREM 3.4. Let X and Z be as in Theorem 3.3. For a, bERI with
a<b, let Jab be the function on RI defined by

I1' wE (a, b)

Jab(w) = 0, w~ [a, b]

1~, w=a, w=b.

Then we have

THEOREM 3.5. Let X and Z be as in Theorem 3. 3. Assume that EY(eiuXZ)
is a Lebesgue integrable function of u on (RI, &(RI». Then there exists a

version of EY(Z!X) a::: such that for wER\

EY(Z/X) (w) dPx (w) =--Lf e-iUwEY[eiuXZ]dm(u).
dm 2x RI

As examples of evaluation of conditional Yeh-Wiener integrals we have
the following:

EXAMPLE 1. Let X and Z be real valued Yeh-Wiener measurable func
tionals on C2 [Q] defined by, respectively,

X(x) =x(p, q) and Z(x) =--L rqS
p

x(u, v)dudv for XEC2 [Q].
pq Jo 0

Then Z is Yeh-Wiener integrable since it can be shown that EY[IZIJ=

4.J 2 / pq <00 by applying the Fubini theorem. Hence EY (Z! X) exists.
6 -V x
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Now let us find EY(ZIX) (w), wERI. We first note that from the fact
that Y((p, q), . )"-../N(O,pq), we have

(3.4) dPx (w) = 1 exp(-~) for wE RI.
dm V271:pq \ 2pq

By Corollary 3. 2, there exists a version of EY (Z IX) ~:r such that

But with our X and Z, we have

(3.6) EY[Jaw. X )Z] =EY[Jaw(x(p, q) )_1_SQSP
•r (u, (.)dudv].

pq 0 0

We apply the Fubini Theorem to the right-hand side of (3. 6) to obtain

(3.7)

Evaluating the integrand of the integral of the right-hand side of (3. 7)
with the long and tedious computations (see [l]), we obtain

(3.8) EY[Jaw(x(p, q»x(u, v)]

1 1 sw+as'" J"" S=
= 2a (271:)2uv (p-u) (q-v) w-a _= _= _",un·

exp {- un2 (UI2- Un)2 _ (U2I- u n)2
2uv 2u(q-v) 2v(p-u)

(U22- UI2- U2I +un)2} d d d d
- 2(p-u) (q-v) UZI UI2 Un Un

=_1_ ~fw+aU22 exp (--.!!:1:L) dU22.
2apq 271:pq W-a 2pq

Substituting (3.8) for the right-hand side of (3.7), we obtain

1 1 1 sw+a (u 2)(3.9) EY[(Jaw. X )Z]=-4 V -2 U22 exp - 222 dU22.
271:pq a w-a pq

Combining (3.5) and (3.9), we have

EY(Z!X)(w) d
d

P
:r(w)=lim{4I vI 21 J'w+au2zexp(-u2222)du22}

m a-O 2Jrpq a w-a pq

_ w 1 exp ( w
2

) wERI.-4 v2npq - 2pq ,

Hence it follows from (3. 4) that we obtain

EY(Z!X) (w)= ~ for wERI.
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I U 2)
exp~ - 2~q dU22'

(3.12)

Since ~~ (w)

EXAMPLE 2. Let X and Z be real valued Yeh-Wiener measurable func
tionals on C2[QJ defined by, respectively,

X(x) =x(p, q) and Z(x) = S:S:[x(u, v) J2 dudv for XE C2[QJ.

We first note that Z is Yeh-Wiener integrable and E[ZJ (Pt
2

• Thus

E,1/(ZIX) (w) exists. Let us find E,1/(Z/X) (w) in the way that we proceeded
in Example 1. To apply Corollary 3. 2, observe that

(3.10) E,1/[Jaw. X) ZJ =E,1/[Jaw(x (p, q» S:S:[x(u, v)J2dudvJ

=S:S:E,1/[JaW(x(P, q» [x(u, v)J2Jdudv.

Evaluating of the integrand of the integral of the right-hand side of (3.10)
with the long and tedious computations (See [IJ), we obtain

(3.11) E,1/[Jaw(x(p, q» [x(u, V)J2J

1 1 SW+:SOOjOO S00 {u 2- . U 2 exp --lL
- 2a (2;c)2uv.(p-u) (q-v) w- - -00 -00 11 2uv

(U12-ull)2 (U21-Ull)2 (U22-U12-U21 +Ull) 2}
2u(q-v) 2v(p-u) 2(P-u) (q-v)

dU21du12dulldu22

=-L 1 sw+a[ uv(pq-uv) + (UV )2U222Jexp(- U22
2

)dU22'
2a v2;cpq w-a pq pq 2pq

From (3. 10) and (3. 11), we have

E,1/[(JaW. X) Z]

1 1 Jw+a { 5 2 pq 2}
2a -V2;cpq w-a 36 (pq) +gU22

Hence we have

E,1/(Z/X) (w) dP:r; (w) =lim E,1/[(Jaw·X)Z]
dm a-O

1 {~(pq)2+pq w2} exp(- w
2

).
V2;cpq 36 9 2pq

v 1 exp(- 2
w2

), we obtain
2;cpq pq

EJI(ZI X) (w) = ;6 (pq) 2+ ~q w2, wERl.

It is interesting to note that from (3.1) and (3.12)
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EY[Z] =5 Z(x)dmy(x) =5 EY(Z IX) (w) dPx(w)
x-I CRI) RI

= 1 5 [JL(pq)2+ pq w2Jexp(-~) dm(w)
v2npq RI 36 9 2pq

= (pq)2
4

as can be obtained by a direct computation of EY[Z].

The following theorem is an extension of TheorEm 4 in [l0; p. 66~)] for
the Yeh-Wiener measure space (C2 [Q], 11, my).

THEOREM 3.6. Let X and Z be two Yeh- Wiener functionals on C2[Q]
defined by, respectively

X(x) =x(p, q) and

Z(x)=f(LaI(s,t)dx(s,t), ... , Lan(s;t)dx(s,t»), X E C2[Q]

where {all a2, ... , a", I} is an orthogonal set in L2[Q], and f is a real 7.'alued
Lebesgue measurable function on Rn such that

(3.13)

Then we have the following:
(1) Z is a real valued Yeh- Wiener integrable on functional C2[Q].
(2) There exists a version of EY (Z IX) such that EY (Z IX) (w) = M for

wERI where M=EY[Z] given by (2.2).

Proof. (l) From (3.13) and (2.2), we have EY[IZIJ<oo, and hence
Z is real valued Yeh-Wiener integrable functional on C2[Q] and its integral
is given by the right-hand side of (2. 2).

(2) Since L1 dx=x(p, q) =X(x) for my-a. e. xEC2[Q], we have

EY[eiuXZJ=EY[exP(iuSQ1dx)f(SQaIdx, ... , 5Qandx)}

Applying (2. 2) to the function h defined by h (Ull ... , u'" w) eiuwf(uh ... , un)
for (Ull ... , U'" w) E Rn+l, we have

. 1 f= ( w 2
\EY[ezuXZ]=M· exp(iuw) exp ---I dw

v2npq -00 2pq I
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=M'exp ( - p~uz ), uERI.

Since I IEY[eiuXZ] Idu< 00 , by Theorem 3.5 it follows that there exists a
RI

version of EY(Z IX) %.x such that

dP M Jco ( P U
Z

)EY(Z/X)(w) d: (w)= 2n- _ooexp(-iuw) exp -+ du

M (WZ)
-v'2xPq exp - 2pq .

Hence by (3. 4), we have

EY(ZIX)(w)=M for wERI.

As examples of application of Theorem 3. 6 in evaluating conditional Yeh
Wiener integrals we have the following:

EXAMPLE 3. Let X and Z be Yeh-Wiener functionals on Cz[Q] defined
by, respectively

X(x) =x(p, q) and Z(x) f (IQadx) for xECz[Q],

where {ab I} is an orthogonal set in V[Q] and f is a function on RI
defined by feu) =un where n is a natural number. Then we have

1 I n {_ 1 uZ
} _ { 2

n
}} n (n+ 1 )

-vl2xllall R11ul exp 2 llallz du- 1r lIall r -2- <00

where r is the gamma function. Hence EY[/ZI]<oo; i. e. Z is Yeh-Wiener
integrable and its integral EY[Z] is given by

[ ] {
0, if n=2k-l

EY Z =M=
n l'3... (2k-l)llaIlZk, if n=2k

Thus we have a version of EY (Z IX) such that EY (Z IX) (w) = M n for wE RI.

EXAMPLE 4. Let X and Z be two functionals on Cz[Q] as in Example 3
with f on RI defined by feu) =exp(~u), where ~ERI. Then we have

-v'2:lIall Lllexp(~u) lexp {- ~ 11:~lz}du =exp {~ lIa llz}<oo.
Hence EY[ IZ 1]<00 and EY[Z] is given by exp { ~z Ila 11z}. Thus we have a

version of EY(ZjX) such that EY(ZIX)(w)=exp{~ZllaIlZ}for wERI.
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